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ABSTRACT 
Suppose A is an invertible sign symmetric matrix whose associated igraph D(A) 
is a tree. Then A-’ will be Morishima iff u”” 3 0 for all interior points I) in D(A). 
A - ’ will be anti-Morishima iff uac < 0 for all interior points u in D(A). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [5], we were able to apply graph theoretical tech- 
niques in determining the associated digraphs of the inverses of certain sign 
antisymmetric matrices. This paper continues along these lines, establishing a 
basic result concerning the inverses of certain Morishima matrices. (Morishima 
matrices have been discussed in [3] and are a generalization of nonnegative 
matrices.) In another paper [4] we demonstrate that by adding suitable 
restrictions to the class of Morishima matrices introduced here, we can obtain 
information concerning the associated digraphs of their inverses. 
2. BACKGROUND 
We shall assume that all matrices introduced in this paper are real n X n 
matrices. A matrix A is said to be sign symmetric iff sgn a i j = sgn a ji, 
16 i, j 6 n. A is semi-sign-symmetric iff aijaji > 0, 1 < i, j 6 n. Given a 
matrix A, we associate with it the digraph D(A) having n points labeled 
1,2,..., n. The ordered pair (i, j) is an edge in D(A) iff aij # 0. A subgraph 
of D(A) is a digraph whose points and edges are points and edges in D(A). 
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A path P in D(A) is a nonempty sequence of edges ((il,iz),(i,,i3),..., 
(i,_ 1, i,)) in D(A) such that the points i,, i,, . . . , i,, are all distinct. A 
semipath P in D(A) is a nonempty sequence of edges in D(A), one from 
each pair of edges (i,,i& or (i2,il), (i2,i3) or (is,&) ,..., (im_L,inL) or 
(i,, Ll), such that the points i,, i,, . . . , i,, are all distinct. For a path or 
semipath P we let P(i, + i,,) stand for the product 
rI 
(i,j)EP 
“Ii. 
Here the product is taken over all indices i, j corresponding to edges in P. 
The length or number of edges of P will be denoted by 1 PI, and the set of 
points in P will be denoted by N(P). For the above path or semipath P, 
IPI=m-1 and N(P)= {i,,i,,..., i,,, }. A cycle in D(A) is a sequence of 
edges((i,,i,),(i,,i,),...,(i,,~,,i,,,),(i,,, i 1 )) in D( A ) such that the first m - 1 
edges form a path in D(A). A semicycle is a sequence of edges, one from 
each pair of edges (i,,i,) or (&,i,), (i2,i3) or (i3,i2) ,..., (i,r,_l, i,,,) or 
(i ,,,) Ll)r (i,,, il) or (il, i,,,), such that the first m - 1 edges form a semipath 
in D(A). For a cycle or semicycle C we let C( i 1 --+ i,,, ) stand for the product 
ll aij. 
(i.j)EC: 
The length, or number of edges, of C will be denoted by ICI, and the set of 
points in C will be denoted by N(C). For the above cycle or semicycle C, 
JCJ=m and N(C)= {il,i2,..., i,,, }. Note that cycles or semicycles must have 
at least two edges. 
A digraph D(A) is unilaterally connected if given any two points p, 4 in 
D(A), there exists a path P in D(A) from p to q or from 4 to p. D(A) is 
weakly connected if given any two points p, 4 in D(A), there exists a 
semipath P in D(A) from p to 4. D(A) is said to be a tree if it is weakly 
connected having no semicycle of length greater than two. Note that this 
definition of trees permits semicycles of length 2, as in the case of a 
symmetric tree [l]. (See Figure 1 for examples.) 
Given a point p in D(A), D(A) - { p} denotes the subgraph of D(A) 
formed by removing the point p from D(A) as well as all edges in D(A) 
connected to p. A weak component of D(A) - { p } is a maximal weakly 
connected subgraph of D(A) - { p }. If X, y are two points in D(A), let H, y 
be the set of points in the weak component of D(A) - {x} that contains y. 
Given a matrix A, let A({ i,, i,, . . . , i, }) denote the principal submatrix in 
rows and columns i,, i,,. . . , i,. The determinant of this submatrix will be 
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(b) 
Cc) 
Ihstrating Theorem 10: (a) case (II); (b) case (III)(a); (c) case (III)(b)(i); 
(d) case (III)(b)(ii); (e) case (III)(c). 
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(4 
(e) 
denoted detA({i,,i,,..., i, }). In this regard we let H = { 1,2,. . . , n } so that 
A(H) = A. We assume in the following that det A( 0) = 1. 
On occasion we shall allow P or P(i, -+ i,,,) to stand for the path in D(A) 
as well as the product in A. We shall also allow C or C( i, + i,,, ) to perform 
this dual service for cycles. The appropriate meaning for P or C should be 
clear from context. 
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3. TOOLS 
Before proceeding to our main result we recall some useful facts discussed 
in other articles. In particular, from [2] we have the following fundamental 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose A is invertible with associated digraph D(A). 
Zf p and q are distinct points in D(A), then 
aP4=(detA)-‘cofA[q,p] 
=(detA))‘x[P(p+q)detA(P”)( -l)“‘]. 
P 
Here apq i.s the p, q element in A-‘, P” is the set of points { 1,2,. . . , n} - 
N(P), and the sum is to be taken over all paths Pfiom p to q. In the event 
that there is WI path j+om p to q, then a pq = 0. Zf there is exactly one path P 
j%m p to q, then 
aPQ=(detA)-‘P(p+q)detA(P”)( -1)“‘. 
The next three propositions are discussed in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A is invertible and D(A) is a tree. Zf A is sign 
symmetric then A- ’ is sign symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Suppose that 
p is an interior point in D(A) and that qj, 1 Q j < n(p), are the points 
adjacent to p. lf detA(H,,,,)=O and detA(H,,,,- {qj})=O for some 
j, 1~ j<m(p), then detA=O. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Given a point 
p in D(A), let p(i), 1~ i Q n(p) be the points in D(A) adjacent to p. Zf P is 
a path in D(A), then 
n(P) 
det A(P”) = n II detA(H,,,(i,). 
P E VP) i=l 
p(i)~NP) 
In other words, det A(P”) is equal to the product of the determinants of all 
the components in the digraph D(A) - N(P). 
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4. MORISHIMA MATRICES 
A matrix having many interesting graph theoretical properties is the 
Morishima matrix. It is a generalization of a nonnegative matrix. 
DEFINITION 5. A real n X n matrix A is Morishima provided there exists 
a permutation matrix P such that 
prAp = All Al, 
[ 1 A21 A,, ’ 
where A,, and A,, are nonpositive matrices and A,, and A,, are square 
matrices whose offdiagonal elements are nonnegative. A is anti-Morishima 
provided - A is Morishima. Note that if we sign the edges in D(A) 
according to the signs of the elements in A, then A is Morishima iff the 
signed digraph D(A) is balanced [Theorem 13.2, 11. By applying this theorem 
we see that A is Morishima iff every semicycle in A is positive. Similarly, A 
is anti-Morishima iff every even-ordered semicycle in A is positive while 
every odd-ordered semicycle in A is negative. Also note that if A is sign 
symmetric, we can replace “semicycle” by “cycle” in the preceding sentence. 
Before presenting our main result, we shall introduce some preliminary 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose u, v, w are points in D(A). Zf R( u + w ) is a path in 
D(A) and v is a point on R(u + w), then we can write 
where P is the path identical with R from u to v and Q is the path identical 
with R from v to w. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose D(A) is a tree. Let u, v, w be three points in D(A). 
Then 
sgn[ ( - I)“‘P( u + v)( - l)“‘Q( v + w)] = sgn[ ( - l)“‘R( u + w)] , 
where P is the unique path in A jkm u to v, Q is the unique path in A from v 
to w, and R is the unique path in A from u to w. 
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Proof. Use Lemma 6. n 
LEMMA 8. Suppose D(A) is a tree. Let vi, 1 G i 6 k + 1, be points in 
D(A), and assume that there are paths Pi in D(A) from vi to vi + 1, 1~ i d k. 
Then 
where P is the unique path j%m v1 to v~+~. Zf A is sign symmetric and 
vktl= Ol? then 
Proof Use Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose A is an invertible matrix and D(A) is a tree. Then 
the following hold: 
(I) Suppose that u, v, and w are distinct points in D(A) and that 
a U” , au’” # 0. Let s be the unique point comrrwn to the three paths P, Q, 
and R in D(A), where P goes from u to v, Q goes f?om v to w, and R 
goes frm u to w. 
(a) Zf aUw # 0 then ass z 0 and sgn ass = sgn auvaomauc”. 
(b) Zfs=vthena”” # 0, ass # 0, and sgn ass = sgn auoauwaur”. 
(II) Let s be an interior point of D(A), and let B,, B,, B3 be distinct 
components of D(A)- {s}. Suppose atu,aW*,aYt ZO, where t, .ZE B,, 
u, w E B,, and x, y E B3. Then ass # 0. Zf in addition w = u, then 
atx # 0. 
(III) Again let s be an interior point of D( A), and suppose D(A) - { s } has 
at least three distinct components. Suppose B, is a component of 
D(A)-(s) andthattEB1. Zfa”‘#Oanda”“#O, whereu,vEB1-- 
{s} and u, v are not in the same component of D(A)- {s}, then 
ass # 0. Zf in addition D(A(H,,,)) G B, and at* # 0, then as’ # 0. 
See Figure 1 for examples. 
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Proof We shall only prove (I)(a); the proofs of (I)(b), (II), and (III) are 
quite similar. 
By Proposition 1 and Lemma 8, 
sgn a u”a”wauw = sgn (det A) -“detA(P”)detA(Q”)detA(R”). 
By Proposition 4, 
T(P) 
det A(P”) = n 
PEN(P) 
n detA(%,(,,L 
i=l 
p(i) 4 iv(p) 
T(P) 
det A(Q”) = n 
P E h’(Q) 
I-I detA(H,,,o,)~ 
i=l 
P(i)eN(Q) 
T(P) 
detA(R”)= n 
PEN(A) 
l-I det A(Hp,p(i)). 
i=l 
p(i)4.WR) 
If p is a point on P, Q, or R and p # s, then p will lie on exactly two of the 
paths P, Q, or R. If we assume, without loss of generality, that p lies on P 
and Q, then 
since in this case the set of points p(i) such that p(i) @ N(P) is equal to the 
set of points p(i) such that p(i) @ N(Q). Thus 
sgndetA(P”)detA(Q”)detA(R“) 
= sgn n detA(HS,.Ci,). ,c, det A(H,.,(,,) 
i=l 
s(i)ON(P) HOeN( 
s(i).eS t?(R) 
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We consider the following two cases: 
(1: s = 24, u, or w. In this case assume without loss of generality that 
s = u, s(l) E H,,,, and s(2) E H,, U). Then 
{s(i):s(i)4N(P), l<ia+)} 
= {S(i):S(i)4N(P)UN(Q)U~(R),1~~~~(s)}U(s(2)}~ 
{S(i):S(i)~N(Q),19i~~(s)} 
= {s(i):s(i)~N(P)uN(Q)uN(R),l~i~~(s)), 
and 
{s(i):s(i)4N(R),l~i<7r(s)} 
= {s(i):s(i)~N(P)UN(Q)UN(R),l~i~~(s)}U(s(l)}. 
Combining these facts together, we see that 
sgndetA(P”)detA(Q”)detA(R”)=sgndetA(H- {s}). 
(2) s # u, o or w. Without loss of generality assume s(1) E H,, “, s(2) E 
H s, wI and s(3) E H,, u. Then 
{s(i):s(i)gN(P), l<i<a(s)} 
= {s(i):s(i)@N(P)UN(Q)UN(R),I<i<~(s))U{s(2)), 
{s(i):s(i)@N(Q),l<id~(s)} 
= {s(i):s(i)@N(P)UN(Q)UiV(R),I<i<~(s)}U{s(3)} 
and 
{s(i): s(i) g N(R),1 < i <r(s)} 
= {s(i):s(i)4N(P)UN(Q)UN(R),I<i<~(s)}U{s(I)1. 
Combining these facts together, we see that 
sgndetA(P”)detA(Q”)detA(R”)=sgndetA(H- {s}). 
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Hence in both cases 
sgndetA(PC)detA(Q’)detA(R“)=sgndetA(H- {s}). 
Thus, 
sgn a 1‘ vu D Wa ,L’ u =sgn(detA))3detA(Pc)detA(Q“)detA(R“) 
=sgn(detA)p3detA(H- {s}) 
= sgn ass. W 
THEOREM 10. Suppose A is an invertible sign symmetric matrix and 
D(A) is a tree. Then A - ’ will be Morishimu iff 
sgndetA(H- {v})=sgndetAorO 
for all interior points v in D(A). A _ ’ will be anti-Morishimu iff 
sgndetA(H- {v})= -sgndetAorO 
for all interior points v in D(A). 
Proof. Assume A ’ is Morishima. Let v be an interior point in D(A) 
such that det A( H - { v }) # 0. Since v is an interior point, v must have at 
least two neighbors u, w. Consider the product C = a”“a’a”Wauw in A--‘. If 
a U” , avw, and auw z 0, then we can apply Lemma 9(I) in order to get 
sgnC=sgna”“=sgn(detA) -‘detA(H- {v}). 
If au” = 0, then for some j, 1 < j Q a(u), u(j) f v, we have 
det A(H,,,,j, ) = 0. By Proposition 3, 
If aclo z 0, we can apply the previous reasoning to the product C’ = 
a”(j)“aacuau(j)‘r. (Note that the case where auto = 0 and au0 # 0 is entirely 
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analogous.) If a “w = 0, then for some k, 1 < k < T(U)), to(k) # v, we have 
det A( H,,, u?(kj) = 0. Again by Proposition 3, 
detA(%,,+- {w(k)])+O, 
so we can apply the previous reasoning to the product C” = 
arr(j)oaccu(k)au(j)~u(k) 
In any case we can conclude that given an interior point v in D(A), there 
exists a semicycle C, in A such that 
sgndetA(H- {v})(detA))‘=sgnC,. 
Since A ~ ’ is Morishima, sgn C, = 1 and thus 
sgndetA(H- {v})=sgndetA. 
Hence given an interior point v in D(A), 
sgndetA(H- {v})=sgndetAorO. 
In order to prove the converse we shall demonstrate that: 
(*) If C is a cycle in A i then 
sgnC=sgn n [detA(H- {v})(detA))‘]. 
u E T(r:) 
Here T(C) represents an ordered set of points in D(A), possibly including 
multiplicities determined by C. [If T(C) is empty, then the product is set 
equal to one.] Once we have proved (*), the validity of the converse follows 
immediately. 
The remainder of the proof is based on induction. Suppose C is a cycle in 
A ~ i of length k equaling two. Then sgn C = 1 because A ~ ’ is sign symmetric 
by Proposition 2. (*) will be satisfied once T(C) is set equal to the empty set. 
Now suppose (*) is true for all cycles in A-’ of lengths up to and 
including k - 1. Let C be a cycle in A-i of length k. We will consider the 
following cases: 
Case (I). Let us assume that there are two consecutive paths Pi< vi + vi+ i ), 
‘j+l(‘j+l + v~+~) in the expansion of C such that vj+i is the 
only point common to both paths, i.e., path Pi+ 1 does not retrace 
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any edge of path Pi. Then by Lemma 9(I), a”~‘,+? f 0 and 
sgna”r”lila”ltI”r-?a”J”lie = sgn&t A( H - { uj+, }) (det A) 1 # 0. 
Thus 
Thus we can reduce the length of C by one, allowing us to apply 
the induction hypothesis. 
In the remaining cases we will assume that P, + I retraces a part of P, for 
ah 1 < i < k. We will let si, 1 < i < k - 1, be the last point that P, and P, + 1 
share in common, i.e., the last point on Pi that is retraced by Pi + , (see Figure 
1). 
Case (II). Suppose sj = vj+2 for some 1~ j < k - 2 [see Figure l(a)]. Then 
point vj+a on path Pi+, must lie on the component 
D(A(H”,+P.“l+, )); otherwise path Pj+z will not retrace path 
'j+l' By Lemma 8, 
sgna”I”,.L(II‘,i 1“,+z.c,t2c,i / 
=sgnjg[(-l)“:‘Pi(vi+vj+,)detA(Pj’)(detA))’] 
i-j 
jt? 
=sgn( -l)“‘Q(vj-+vj+3)(detA)~“ndetA(Pi”), 
i=j 
where Q is the unique path in D(A) from vi to v~+~. We claim 
that 
j+2 
sgn ( - l)““Q( vi + vj+3) (det A) m3iQjdetA(w 
= sgn( - l)‘o’Q(vj + vj+a)det A(Q“)(det A) ‘3 
= sgn(J’,‘,4 i’ 
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The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of Lemma 9(I). Thus 
we can reduce the length of C by two and apply the induction 
hypothesis. 
Case (III). Here we assume that sj # u~+~ for 1~ j < k - 2. This case 
breaks down into subcases: 
(4 Suppose k = 3 [see Figure l(b)]. Then C must be the cycle 
a~I~“a ~z”z~“~*I, and 
sgnC=sgndetA(H- {si})(detA)-’ 
by Lemma 9(I) and the fact that A _ ’ is sign symmetric. 
Suppose k > 3 and z)~+~ 4 D(A(H,,,U,+2)) for some j, 1~ j 
<k-2. 
(i) Assume uj+g @ D(A(H,,,“,+,)) [see Figure l(c)]. Since 
u”J”J+~, a”~+‘“j+*, uvj+2”j+3 # 0, we know that det A(H - 
u”J”~+~ # 0 by Lemma 9(11) or 9(111). 
k 
sgn n a”t”~+l 
i=l 
XdetA(H- {sj})(detA))l 
by Lemma 9(I). Hence, we can reduce the length of C 
by one, allowing us to apply the induction hypothesis. 
(ii) Assume uj+s E D(A(H,l,v,+,)) [see Figure l(d)]. Then 
ji2 
sgn n a”,=,+1 
i=j 
=sgn~~[(-l)i’~~Pi(ui~ui+l)detA(Pic)(detA)~’] 
i-j 
=sgn( -l)‘o’Q(uj*oj+g)detA(Qc)(detA)P1 
= sgn aDJ”j+3, 
where Q is the unique path in D(A) from uj to u~+~. 
The proof is similar to the one in case (II). 
(c) Note that it is impossible for uj+s E D(A(H,,,.,+?)) for all j, 
16 j < k - 2 [see Figure l(e)]. This is so because sj+ i, uj+s 
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E ww,j,.,+2)) 
D(A(fq+,++3 )), 
and uj+s E D(A(H,,.,., )I imply 
1 d j G k- 3, must be a subgraph of 
D(A(H,,..,,3)). Hence, since u1 E WA(H,9,.,.n)) and uk 1 i E 
WA& ,,,J we must have vk+r # vi. 
Note that cases (I)-(III) cover all possibilities. Hence A ’ is Morishima iff 
sgndet A(H - { u}) = sgndet A or 0. 
In order to prove the analogous result for anti-Morishima matrices, we need 
only to observe the fact that A is anti-Morishima iff - A is Morishima and 
apply the preceeding result. The proof of Theorem 10 is now complete. W 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose A is an invertible sign symmetric matrix and 
D(A) is a tree. Then A-’ will be Morishima iff a”” > 0 for all interior points 
v in D(A). A 1 will be anti-Morishima iff a”’ < 0 for all interior points v in 
D(A). 
One should note that the conclusions of Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 also 
hold for invertible, semi-sign-symmetric matrices whose digraphs are unilater- 
ally connected trees. Hence we have 
THEOREM 12. Suppose A is an invertible semi-sign-symmetric matrix and 
D(A) is a unilaterally connected tree. Then A 1 will be Morishima iff 
sgndetA(H- {u})=sgndetAor 0 
for all interior points v in D(A). A- ’ will be anti-Morishima iff 
sgndetA(H- {u})= -sgndetAorO 
for all interior points v in D(A). 
COROLLARY 13. Suppose A is an invertible sign symmetric matrix and 
D(A) is a unilaterally connected tree. Then A ~ ’ will be Morishima iff 
a”’ > 0 for all interior points v in D(A). A-’ will be anti-MO&him iff 
a”” < 0 for all interior points v in D(A). 
The proof of Theorem 12 is almost entirely analogous to that of Theorem 
10 and is left to the reader. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
Two examples of matrices satisfying Corollary 11 are 
A-j; ; i i]-‘=[ _i ; ; 
and 
An example of a matrix satisfying Corollary 13 is 
-1 
0 
1 
0 2 
0 
1 
0 * 
-1 1 
1 
1 
0 . 
-1 I 
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